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Background and Purpose: While the world population is aging, the aim of this study is to bring new knowledge into age management research by investigating the most important factors that encourage older employees to remain in the labour market longer, also after meeting the official retirement age, based on an in-depth qualitative case study of the high-end luxury fashion designer with more than 50 years of working experience.

Design/Methodology/Approach: We conducted an inductive case study in fashion industry. Specifically, our case study is build based on the content analysis of secondary data as well as an in-depth interview with the general manager in the fashion and high-end luxury industry in Slovenia.

Results: The proposed conceptual model shows key facets, as assigned overarching categories, namely-vitality, intrinsic motivation, adapting, lifelong learning, and positive emotions and therefore contributes to the age management phenomena. Within the presented case study, we found out that the selected facets are the most important factors for the encouragement to remain in the labor market and to ensure flexible retirement processes in dealing with the challenges of an aging population and workforce.

Conclusion: Our study contributes to the theory and practice of age management by narrowing our focus on the best practice from selected high-end luxury fashion industry designer in Slovenia. What can we learn from high-end luxury fashion designer with more than 50 years of working experience? As the presented case study cannot be generalized to population, the presented case contributes to the field of age management and empowers people to rethink and stay active after meeting the official retirement age.
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1 Introduction

European age structures are changing due to decreased fertility rate and increased life expectancy, which are altogether reflected in a decline of the younger population on one hand and rapid growth of the older population (65+) on the other hand. In addition, according to Eurostat (2019b), at the end of 2018, in EU-28, there was a total of 512 million people, thereof 45+ aged 47,33% and 40,10% of people aged 50+. This represents a challenge to the sustainability of the existing pension system, which is also evident in increasing official retirement age throughout European Member states. Therefore, Europeans will have to work longer to achieve full retirement age.

However, not all Europeans are willing, or capable to work longer. It is well documented that with aging, several human functions decline, as for example human cognitive functions (Prakash et al, 2009), physical (motor) capacities (Lindberg et al., 2009) and humans encounter
more visual problems (Bucur et al., 2005). In this article, we are focused on human willingness to work longer. By conducting a qualitative design, namely a business case study of Slovenian high-end fashion industry designer, we are deepening our understanding regarding the key factors that affect human willingness to work longer. Concretely, the research question we aim to answer is “What is/are the most important factor(s) of an older employee for the encouragement to remain in the labor market longer, after meeting the official retirement age?”.

We structure our paper as follows. First, we focus on the literature review, where the first part is dedicated to understanding the aging and age management in the EU and Slovenia, meanwhile, the second part is focused on the fashion and high-end industries in the EU, in order for a reader to understand its importance. After the literature review, we present the methodology applied, with the sub-chapters on study design, data collection, and content analysis. Within the results section, we firstly present the case study context, which is needed to fully understand the second sub-chapter, namely the presented case study of Slovenian fashion industry designer, enriched with several in-depth quotations. Lastly, we focus on discussion and conclusion, where case study conceptual model is presented, followed by concrete theoretical contributions, practical implications as well as study limitations.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Age management

Bloom et al. (2015) predict that until 2030, every country will experience the aging of the population. In the past six decades, countries all over the world had to deal with only a modest increase in the share of people aged 60 years and older, from 8.0% to 10.0%. Authors Howdon and Rice (2018) express the concern that existing demographic pressures that are a consequence of population aging could result in a significant rise in public expenditures to unsustainable levels under existing financing arrangements and would thus represent a serious issue for national economies (Bloom et al., 2015). Population aging in the future will definitely and naturally require changes to existing labor (Bogataj, McDonnell & Bogataj, 2015; 2016). Žnidaršič and Dimovski (2010) argue that one of the most discussed policy options is to encourage older workers to work longer, even after the age of 65. Nowadays the perception of the majority of workforce member over the age of 55 is changing as they do not expect to retire until well after the historically determined retirement age (Dimovski et al., 2019). When discussing longer participation of older workforce on the labor market, Slovenia is particularly problematic as it is among the countries with the lowest employment rate of the age cohort 55+ years among employees. The actual employment rate of 55+ years is 16.1%, which is 3.7 percentage points below the share of the EU. According to publicly available data of Eurostat (2019a) for the third quarter of the year 2018, the highest share of employees in the 55+ age cohort is in Germany and is equal to 23.8% and the lowest share is in Luxembourg, where the 55+ age cohort share is equal to 10.5%.

The concept of age management deals with various organizational activities that aim to uphold labor supply, tackle the challenges of different generations, retain valuable knowledge of individuals when they retire, maintain the productivity of older workers and organize the whole retirement process (Grima, 2011; Brooke and Taylor, 2005). Dimovski and Žnidaršič (2006) add that age management could also be understood as an application of the science of aging into practice with the goal of helping people improve the quality of their lives in the aging process. Ilmarinen (2012) explains age management as an approach in organizations with eight main characteristics. First, it is aimed to support knowledge and awareness on the general topic of population aging. Second, it promotes fair attitudes towards older employees. Third, he highlights its importance as a core task and responsibility of managers and supervisors. Fourth, he emphasizes the importance of integrating age management into human resource policy. Fifth, it promotes the ability of everyone to work and to increase the productivity of all workers and sixth, it encourages lifelong learning. Seventh, it endorses the necessity of such a working environment that takes into account also the needs of older workers and last, it is of paramount importance to enable a safe and dignified transition to retirement. In a nutshell, Luz, Leite and Alvarelhao (2019) define age management as the integration of specific (human resource) management measures that are intended to face the challenge of population ageing, where the goal is to allow each and every individual to remain active and healthy (Žnidaršič & Dimovski, 2009a; 2009b), regardless of their age. Whereas Walker (2005) defines five practices under the age management concept as a whole, namely recruitment (including exit at the end of the working career), training, development, and promotions, flexible working practice, ergonomic and job design (Bogataj et al., 2017; Bogataj et al., 2019; Calzavara et al., 2019) to avoid negative stress (Rožman, Griekevich, & Tomine, 2019; F, 2008), learning and technology (Janežič, Dimovski & Hodošček, 2018; Arh, Blažič & Dimovski, 2012), and changing attitudes towards ageing workers. In general, according to Hedge, Borman Lammlein (2006), there is a typical perception that the closer an older worker is to retirement, the less motivation he/she has to be excellent in their job. On the contrary, Kanfer and Ackerman (2004) argue that older workers’ motivation must be examined in the context of lifespan development theory, where the aging process is understood as a dynamic interaction between different gains and losses. The authors go
on to conclude, that based on theoretical understanding of adult development, there is no reason to strictly follow the perception that job motivation can only decline with age. They propose that job motivation of older workers can be understood as a combination of both the nature of their work and the criteria that determine how their performance is assessed. Moreover, Boumans, De Jong and Janssen (2011) prove that older workers are more driven by intrinsic rewards of their work (i.e. a challenging job task) and to a higher level than their younger colleagues. Similarly, van den Berg (2011) suggests that if an individual is under the impression that his/her job is internally rewarding, he/she is more likely to continue working after he/she already reaches the proposed retirement age.

Van der Heijden et al. (2009) posit that barriers older workers face having been discussed in-depth, however, less is known about what makes them prosper and what keeps them to want to continue working beyond the legal retirement age. Hennekam (2017) discusses thriving, consisting of both vitality and learning as a promising concept in the management literature, aimed at explaining why older workers want to remain active participants in the labor market. In the era of population aging, gaining additional insight into what helps older workers excel at their job, might positively influence their labor participation rates and endorse their will to extend their professional career. Hennekam (2017) further suggests that a positive relationship between thriving and self-perceived employability exists. Employability is an integral concept for individuals since every single employee nowadays is more and more responsible for their own career path and to maintain his/her job security (Van der Heijden & Bakker, 2011). Moreover, it is especially important to older workers as they are typically the first category of workers to be seen as redundant and often their skills are labeled as outdated (Van den Broeck et al., 2014). Previous research already established that self-perceived employability leads to better performance, more professional development, better health (Berntson & Marklund, 2007) and higher wellbeing at work (De Cuyper et al., 2008), which are all important factors that enhance the possibility for older workers to remain active participants on the labor market.

Older workers may also be valuable in the role of mentors as Kram and Hall (1989) suggest that older employees are more inclined to help others through mentoring activities. Similarly, Ardichvili, Page, and Wentling (2003) posit that older employees were indeed motivated to participate in knowledge sharing activities and mentoring new colleagues, due to their need to give something back to the organization. Heisler and Bandow (2018) propose that one of the possible methods to engage older workers is to support them leveraging their existing knowledge and experience for mentoring and developing knowledge transfer initiatives. Moreover, positioning older workers as mentors to their younger colleagues is another possible solution to promote their task significance and to further accelerate the knowledge transfer process. Authors Lundberg and Marshallsay (2007) claim that older workers themselves typically argue that the most effective training methods are in-service, in-house, one-on-one and practically oriented training methodologies, preferably establishing older workers as role models and mentors.

Vasconcelos (2018) endorses the opinion that older workers can be seen as valuable organizational assets. Moreover, their knowledge and expertise are part of organizational wisdom capital that requires careful attention from organizations and their managers in terms of appropriate incentives and training in order for them to remain productive within the organization. Older workers typically possess meaningful knowledge and extremely important experience that enables organizations to perform better and even attract new young talents. Vasconcelos (2018) further reports that in his research participants acknowledged knowledge and experience as one of the most important benefits of older workers. Similarly, the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (2006) reports that many organizations already realize that professional and social skills of older employees accumulated through their working career represent a special asset. The younger generation cannot completely match such skills and experience and any organizational attempt to build up younger colleagues could produce significant additional costs and extensive education and training. Numerous older workers possess qualities such as accuracy, reliability and the ability to properly communicate. The premature loss of such skills and consequent failure to replace them could represent a big economic risk for almost any organization. Practical experience and research indicate that older employees that are properly integrated into the organization are in practice still highly productive. Moreover, experienced older workers are also the potential resource to fill the gap in personnel in specific fields that have become unattractive for the younger generation in recent years (European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2006).

Population aging also intervenes in the field of relationships between generations and influences several fields in the socio-economical, political and cultural life. Consequently, there is a need to create stronger intergenerational ties and reduce age segregation. According to Veingerl Čič and Šarotar Žižek (2017), intergenerational cooperation and generational management at work are becoming practically a necessity in organizations if they want to retain the knowledge and experience of older generations and at the same time acquire and retain talented young colleagues. In organizations, intergenerational cooperation can also be done by working closely together, where an older and younger person are able to enhance their understanding of the dynamics and characteristics of intergenerational relations (Sibinski, Sipa & Gorzen-Mitka, 2016). To conclude, Crumpacker and Crumpacker (2007) posit that intergenerational management is gaining in importance and recogni-
tion as nowadays the workforce is more diverse than ever, especially in terms of age, race, gender, and ethnicity.

2.2 Fashion and high-end industries in the EU

The fashion and high-end industries represent European cultural heritage and expertise with 5 million people directly employed in the fashion value chain and over 1 million people employed in the high-end industries. These activities provide an important contribution to the EU economy (European Commission, 2019). The fashion and high-end industries are one of the most creative sectors in Europe, as they are present in the everyday life of millions of people and act as ambassadors of European values, such as culture, creativity, innovation, and craftsmanship of each particular country. Fashion and high-end industries form complex and interwoven business value chains from the design and manufacturing of fashion goods, for example as textiles, clothing, footwear, leather, jewellery, and other high-end goods. Despite the economic crisis, the fashion industry has managed to defend their position in the global market, according to European Commission (2019) report, this is mainly due to a move towards innovative, high added-value products and services, niche markets, and new business models. The fashion and high-end sector grew faster than the rest of the European economy during the crisis, recording double-digit growth in 2010 and 2011. It employs over 1 million people, exports over 60% of their production outside Europe, and accounts for 10% of all EU exports. Strengthening the long-term competitiveness of fashion and high-end industries of EU countries is part of the broader European Commission strategy for the re-industrialization of Europe, where this strategy outlines to increase the proportion of GDP generated by manufacturing to 20% by 2020. Furthermore, trends in fashion and high-end industries in the EU show that increasing life expectancy together with falling birth rates influences the rapid aging of the workforce. Older workers, workers that are at or approaching the official retirement age, are the fastest-growing category of the workforce and one of the fastest-growing groups (Cappelli, 2014) in the overall Slovenian and European populations. Similarly, Cappelli (2014) outlines that the percentage of the population aged 65+, who are at serious risk of mortality or life-threatening illness, will grow by about 16% until 2035, which means that there will also be a huge cohort of healthy individuals in that age group who want and need to work.

However, the fashion and high-end sectors face several challenges, including the increased prevalence of counterfeit goods, increasing shortages of skilled workers, and difficulties for fashion small and medium-sized enterprises to access finance. Due to pressures for change arising from trade liberalization, increasing external competition, consumer developments, technological advances, changes in production costs and environmental issues, these industries must continuously reinvent their business models (European Commission, 2019). According to the EC report, fashion companies are most often micro-enterprises with less than 10 employees, where we can find the highest concentration of fashion industry in Italy, Spain, Greece, Portugal, as well as newer EU countries, for example in Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary. The countries with the largest number of fashion distribution and retail companies are Italy, France, Poland, Germany, and the United Kingdom. European high-end fashion industry has a worldwide reputation, and 62% of all goods manufactured by European high-end brands are sold outside Europe. The value of European high-end exports is estimated at EUR 260 billion – about 10% of all EU exports.

According to Statista report (Statista, 2019), the revenue in the bags and accessories segment in EU amounts to 15,726 million USD in 2019, where the revenue growth is expected to show an annual growth rate of 8.6%, resulting in a market volume of USD $21,882 million by 2023 (Figure 1). In the year 2017 a share of 26.6% of users is 25-34 years old in the EU fashion market (Figures 2 and 3).

According to our knowledge, no evidence exists on scientific contributions of age management practices in the fashion industry. Therefore, based on the above literature review, we designed our research question as follows:

**R1:** “What is/are the most important factor(s) of an older employee for the encouragement to remain in the labor market longer, after meeting the official retirement age?”
Figure 1: Revenue in the Bags & Accessories fashion segment in EU in 2019 in million USD
Source: Adapted from Statista (2019).

Figure 2: Amount of sales in the Bags & Accessories fashion segment in EU in 2019 in million USD
Source: Adapted from Statista (2019).

Figure 3: Amount of sales by age in the Bags & Accessories segment in EU in 2019 in percentage
Source: Adapted from Statista (2019).
3 Methodology

3.1 Study design

Our case study empirically accesses age management concepts in Slovenia by offering inductive research and broader assessment of business impact in age management in Slovenia. Overall, our study sought to answer the following overarching research question: “What is/are the most important factor(s) of an older employee for the encouragement to remain in the labor market longer, after meeting the official retirement age?” More specifically, we sought to deepen the knowledge about age management impact and relative trend of aging in Europe. The single-case method is selected, as according to Yin (2003), even one case could be enough to generalize to theory. By conducting the business case from the fashion industry, we analyzed responses and experiences on age management best practices. The case from the high-end fashion industry has been selected for several reasons. First, according to our knowledge, there has been no scientific research yet, connecting high-end fashion industry and age management. Second, the high-end fashion industry is of high importance for the EU economy. Third, we have contacted the selected designer, one of the most recognized, if not the most recognized one in Slovenia, an EU member state, who was willing to collaborate on the study. It enabled us to collect in-depth, content-rich primary data to get an insight into our research question. It is a family-owned business, therefore, we have done the interview with the designer himself. The findings are presented based on the content analysis and qualitative research design, where the in-depth interview was employed with the general manager and business owner with more than 50-years of work experience in fashion and high-end luxury industry in Slovenia.

3.2 Data collection

The inductive case of the Slovenian high-end luxury fashion designer was conducted by analyzing primary data collected with the structured, in-depth qualitative interview and secondary data, collected from multiple sources for the purpose of triangulation. The inductive content analysis allows recognizing parts of the whole, connected to certain phenomena and its attributes (Peterlin et al., 2018). We conducted a search of the secondary archive in the period of 2016-2019 to obtain proof quotations reflecting Slovenian fashion industry designer attitudes toward work. Specifically, we did an online search, including Science Direct, Web of Knowledge, as well as relevant newspapers, magazines, and relevant internet webpages. These proofs were used to share information and represent a rich source of age management triangulation in the high-end luxury industry. In short, based on these research procedures, we are confident that 36 proof citations included in our research are the most relevant to support our research question. Furthermore, collected data were triangulated and evaluated for possible biases before inclusion in the analysis, as suggested by Charmaz (2011). To increase the reliability and validity of our qualitative assessment we triangulated primary data by theoretical triangulation through rich data contexts for understanding and interpreting quotations on age management phenomena in the case of the fashion industry in Slovenia.

3.3 Content analysis

We structured our analysis on age management by employing the method of a case study (Yin, 2003). In order to build a case study of high quality, the case study protocol was employed (Yin, 2003). Case study protocol included analyzing (1) the context of the case study on age management perspective in the high-end fashion industry in Slovenia, (2) ageing and age management in processes of ageing of Europe in the studied case, (3) intrinsic motivation of an older employees in the studied case, and (4) moderating effects of an ageing of population in Slovenia from specific implications from fashion industry. To analyze the collected data, content analysis is performed. The findings are presented in the form of assigned quotations from secondary sources as well as from primary in-depth interviews with the owner of the fashion store with more than 50-years of work experience in the high-end luxury fashion industry, in order to present the content-rich context.

4 Results

4.1 The practice of Slovenian fashion industry designer

We described results following the sequence of our research question: “What is/are the most important factor(s) of an older employee for the encouragement to remain in the labor market longer, after meeting the official retirement age?” To answer our research question, we first identified 31 proof quotations (Table 1) reflecting Slovenian fashion industry designer attitudes toward work and productivity. Results, regarding citing proof quotations, show that intrinsic motivation of an older employee is the most important for the encouragement to remain in the labor market longer, after meeting the official retirement age. They also have to stay healthy to perform work tasks, be positive and open to adult, lifelong learning. Results show
4.2 The business case study on age management of Slovenian fashion industry designer

“Ms. Marjeta Grošelj is a Slovenian designer of women’s handbags. She celebrates her 50th anniversary of work in the fashion industry. Her handmade handbags [...] can be distinguished by their originality, exclusivity, durability and aesthetic perfection because they are made from the finest materials” (2TM, 2016).

Ms. Marjeta Grošelj opened her store 53 years ago when she was 21. Since her youth, she was involved in fashion design, as her father and his brother owned Toko store, which produced leather goods (Pro Plus, 2016; Arsovski, 2016, Kontrec, n.d.), where she also collected her first working experiences during summer holidays (Delo, 2016; Arsovski, 2016, Kontrec, n.d.). Her parents were her role models, they were quite strict, however also very advanced (Pro Plus, 2016), and discipline, hard work without shortcuts and honesty were key values (Miše Miklavčič, 2018; Delo, 2016). The longitudinal visualization of business model development of Ms. Marjeta Grošelj, the Slovenian designer of high-end luxury women’s handbags, is presented in Figure 4. All photos are received in second qualitative iteration with by Ms. Marjeta Grošelj, on October 19, 2019, where she, as the original owner of the photos, licensed the use of the images to the authors of this study for the purpose of scientific research and dissemination within this journal.

She studied at High school for design, where she also designed her first handbag (Arsovski, 2016, Pro Plus, 2016, Lovenjak, 2017). After high school, she participated in additional courses in London. When she started, it was difficult to get materials from abroad, but she managed to find creative solutions and her handbags stood out (Arsovski, 2016, Pro Plus, 2016, Kontrec, n.d.). She never takes orders for handbags, as she would lose her freedom and creativity to design it, and she does not reproduce her handbags, as each is unique (Pro Plus, 2016, Delo, 2016, Lovenjak, 2017, Grbin, n.d.). For her, it does not matter how much time a handbag production takes, what matters is whether she is satisfied with her final product. Her production is boutique, with emphasis on a personal touch and she wants to keep it that way.

Her handmade handbags can be distinguished by their originality, exclusivity, durability and aesthetic perfection because they are made from the finest materials. Marjeta Grošelj is rightly called an icon of fashion design in Slovenia (Education in Slovenia, 2016). She considers design as a true art. She does not only sell bags, rather, in her store, they have discussions about fashion (Lovenjak, 2017) and she also advises her customers, or as she calls them, her “guests” (Arsovski, 2016), and it might also happen that she discourages buying if she does not see perfect fit. It is more about the relationship, meeting people and artistic approach than classical sale (Pro Plus, 2016, Kontrec, n.d.). To the 50th anniversary of Marjeta Grošelj’s career, the organizers of the Mercedes Benz Fashion Week have prepared an exhibition called “50 Years of Victories”, where a selection of the best handbags by the world-famous Slovenian designer was presented (Education in Slovenia, 2016). During her professional career, Ms. Marjeta Grošelj received several awards, among others also a lifetime reward at autumn fashion week in 2013 (Pro Plus, 2016).

1 Authors express gratitude to Ms. Marjeta Grošelj, for her valuable time and openness to science research.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1963–1980</td>
<td>Brand logo, at the Tavčarjeva street in Ljubljana, Slovenia; the store is at the same location for more than 50 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms. Grošelj in London, 1963, with her first brand designed bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms. Grošelj in 1960s, at the opening of her brand store at Tavčarjeva street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980–2000</td>
<td>Ms. Marjeta Grošelj with the high-end luxury leather bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000–2010</td>
<td>Ms. Marjeta Grošelj receiving Elle fashion award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010–2019</td>
<td>Ms. Marjeta Grošelj receiving lifetime achievement award for her 50+ career in the luxury fashion industry at Mercedes-Benz fashion week in Slovenia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4: Longitudinal visualization of the business model of Ms. Marjeta Grošelj, the Slovenian designer of high-end luxury women’s handbags*
Table 1: Analysis of proof quotations reflecting Slovenian fashion industry designer attitudes toward work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Selected quotations</th>
<th>Assigned code/ category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 1</td>
<td>“How many bags she designed in all of these years, she does not know, nevertheless she remembers everyone. She does not have her favorite. They are all like her children. In every is a part of her.” (Pro Plus, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 2</td>
<td>“She is constantly monitoring the fashion trends. From the very beginning, her handbags are made of the best possible material. From the worse she could not do it, therefore she has no low-priced lines. That’s the way she is. When she gets inspiration for the handbag, she sketches it quickly and then develops it further. First, she focuses on design - which is the most important to her - then to practicality.” (Pro Plus, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 3</td>
<td>“The appropriate material is the key to creating a handbag from the paper. She acquires material on fairs, where she also always explores what would be different, never. She selects the material visually and by touching it. She must feel it.” (Pro Plus, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 4</td>
<td>“Her handbags are fashionable, yet also durable. Like her store on Tavčarjeva Street 4, which has been in the same location for 50 years. She opened it when 21 years old. She also creates in the store. Everyday. This is her life. Even when she will not be working anymore, she says she will be there.” (Pro Plus, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 5</td>
<td>“It is more about the relationship, socializing and an artistic approach than about the classical sales.” (Pro Plus, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 6</td>
<td>“She begins her day with physical exercise, then she comes to her store. First, she goes to the studio, which is behind the shop where she sketches. It is also where she is when there is no customer. Between 12.30 and 15.30, she closes the store. When her three sons were smaller, she always came home at that time and cooked for them and when they were babies she breastfed them. Matej says that because they saw her three times a day - they did not even feel that she was not with them, even though she worked whole days. She returned to work six weeks after giving birth, while her mother, aunt, and other family members took care of the children at the time of her absence. From 15:30 to 19:00 she returns to the store and in the evening a gym or something else follows. Many times she also creates something in the evening. Matej says she can never be still. She admits she would feel terrible without work. Designing is not just her work. It’s a lot more than just that. She enjoys in this business. She lives with it. It is also her hobby, her air. If she wouldn’t have that, she might not existed anymore, says the designer.” (Pro Plus, 2016)</td>
<td>Vitality, Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 7</td>
<td>“She has no inheritor (yet). She does not even think about it, because she feels like she will be able to do it for another 50 years.” (Pro Plus, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 8</td>
<td>“Also this year, the designer will spend her vacation at the same place she is going for years. But also there she is not resting. She cooks and makes plans for new handbags. And the latter is all that she wants to do.” (Pro Plus, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 1: Analysis of proof quotations reflecting Slovenian fashion industry designer attitudes toward work (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quotation</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Intrinsic motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 9</td>
<td>“Marjeta Grošelj is regarded as an icon of Slovenian fashion design, and during her long career, she received several international awards for her work. Nowadays, Marjeta Grošelj handbags are a well-established brand, a synonym for quality and creativity, which in many of the outstanding works is already perceived as the artistic creation.” (Miše Miklavčič, 2018)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 10</td>
<td>“Creating something new made me happy, if I did not start with handbags, I would find something else creative. But when I started, it became the style of my life which I live also today. Although I must admit, as a child, even more than a love to design, I remembered the values of the parents who believed and taught that only honesty and hard work without shortcuts bring results” (Miše Miklavčič, 2018)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 11</td>
<td>« This is my second home. At this address, my roots are firmly rooted. Apart from the family, this is a space that means a lot to me. It’s my second world where I still spend a lot of time. There were always ideas born here. This is a space of positive energy and a space in which I met many people,» says the host. «If you believe it or not, after fifty years, I’m still happy to come back every day. I am pleased that I can still do this, in which I sincerely enjoy.»” (Delo, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 12</td>
<td>“As children, we helped during every vacation. I gained a lot of knowledge there and became a master in different fields. Although I was thinking differently as a 15-year-old girl working in a factory, out of love for fashion and design, a great love for handbags was born. And this love still works today” (Delo, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 13</td>
<td>“As I do not want to go to mass production, and my production is boutique, I never really wanted to export to a foreign market. All these unique pieces would lose their distinctive value” (Delo, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 14</td>
<td>“... I actually live day and night with handbags, and in the workshop, I am also present when the product is made” (Delo, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 15</td>
<td>“You can never think what is hard and what isn’t. Simply, you have to do all that is in your power.” (Arsovski, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 16</td>
<td>“Designing and making handbags is my life,» says proudly the designer who bets on carefully selected materials and precision in fabrication” (Arsovski, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 17</td>
<td>“For over 50 years, Marjeta Grošelj has been transforming the Slovenian fashion industry with her exceptional vision of the design” (Arsovski, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 18</td>
<td>“The times may change, but the work in the Marjeta Grošelj showroom is as it was five decades ago. A warm smile awaits you at the sales desk, and the designer will take the time for each customer and take her through the world of handbags with a unique approach.” (Arsovski, 2016)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 19</td>
<td>“I believe that things do not happen on their own and that your work should be devised in the direction of what makes you happy and fulfilled.” (Grošelj, in Lovenjak, 2017)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 20</td>
<td>“I have never thought much about business success, but primarily that I can create and do something that pleases me and, on the other hand, that people like.” (Grošelj, in Lovenjak, 2017)</td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1: Analysis of proof quotations reflecting Slovenian fashion industry designer attitudes toward work (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quotation</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 21</td>
<td>“On my question of whether she had ever thought about retirement, she is quiet for a while, and then sovereign says, »Ask me when I will not be able to move.«” (Lovenjak, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 22</td>
<td>“In the conversation, I find out that she regularly goes to yoga and aerobics, and occasionally to the fitness. »You know, vitality is important at a later age. By doing so, you can greatly contribute to your health, which is invaluable. Elegance is not only about clothing, it is also about the behavior, about walking, movement. If you are all stiff, it doesn’t matter how you dress, but you probably will not feel your best.«” (Lovenjak, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 23</td>
<td>“When I ask her about her age, she says without reservation that she has 72 years. »You know, I do not feel that old at all. Years do not mean anything to me. Someone can be old at forty if he feels so. My advice is movement. Of course, if you’re healthy. You need to take care of your body. This is also a very good antidepressant.« She adds: »Internal balance, a lot of positive energy and a little of the stress.« And a lot of laughing? »Of course.« In conclusions: »Laugh has healing effects and above all, it costs nothing.«” (Lovenjak, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 24</td>
<td>“She opened her store on Tavčarjeva street in the center of Ljubljana at the age of only 21, and although in September, she celebrated 45 years of operation, she doesn’t want even to hear about the retirement. On the contrary, she says she will work as long as she will be able to. “ (Kontrec, n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 25</td>
<td>“She says she sees the key to her success in living for her work.” (Kontrec, n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 26</td>
<td>“If we had stores all over the world, this would not have been possible. I do almost everything in the store - I am a designer, a consultant, I create, I clean so that I never get bored when I’m there all day.” (Kontrec, n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 27</td>
<td>“Nevertheless, she never gets tired of her work, which is precisely why she doesn’t want to even hear a word retirement.” (Kontrec, n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 28</td>
<td>“Then what would I do with all the ideas I have in my head? (laughter) I will work until I can physically manage it, but even then I can work from home. I could say that my work is a kind of addiction, without which I cannot imagine my everyday life. I simply enjoy it.” (Kontrec, n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 29</td>
<td>“We always like to remember a nice era and beautiful things, for which I am grateful. This is my breathing, it’s my life. If you do something you do not enjoy, it is difficult to achieve fifty years of career. I live with this and enjoy it.” (Grošelj, in Grbin, n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 30</td>
<td>“Once you accept that life is continuous learning, you are able to deal with all situations and you look at all challenges as an opportunity for growth. In short, no (laughter). It’s my life, I did not think about quitting.” (Grošelj, in Grbin, n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation 31</td>
<td>“Marjeta Grošelj is not going to retire. She says that she will continue designing handbags for as long as her health permits because she has more than enough ideas. »The ingenuity knows no end. The work becomes easier with years, because the more you know, the more you trust yourself.«” (2TM, 2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Analysis of an in-depth interview with Ms. Marjeta Grošelj on age-management

| Question 1: Your unique bags have an enviable, over 50-years tradition. What is making you stay in your business, designing unique bags, although you have already met the retirement conditions? | “Surely vitality! Of course, passion and love of design are defining my lifestyle, but creating without vitality would not be possible - let alone fun. In some respects, I feel significantly better today than 15 years ago. When, for example, I get up in the morning, backbone does not hurt me anymore, for which I can thank regular yoga and aerobics classes. It is important that vitality also becomes a lifestyle - that it becomes a habit, a routine, something without which it is difficult to live for us. As long as we are alive, we have a duty and an opportunity, as much it is, of course, in our power, to care for our own quality - that’s why old ages are more pleasant. Let me add that regarding vitality, I am not thinking only of the physical condition, but also of the vitality of the mind. With the accessibility and progress of technology, the world is changing rapidly, and if you do not follow the trends, you are out quickly. That is why I like to follow and listen to the younger generations, who have been born with new technology and have a fresh, unburdened view of the world - they know their world and have the energy that is not yet limited by seriousness and social expectations that can hinder their passion and creativity.” (Grošelj, 2019) | Vitality |
| Question 2: Designing handbags is what motivates and impresses you all the way from your childhood, from a family tradition. Europe is on the era of extending working lives. What do you consider important to motivate older employees to stay in the labor market for a longer period of time? What is it that gives you such a momentum for creation? | If you do not want your work to be a burden, you have to find out what you are doing with passion, with all your heart, and what in fact represents your hobby, which makes you learn and stay up-to-date. Then, too, stress is more positive, and this kind of work can certainly be done for a longer time period. Again, we must not forget the vitality - if we are burned, if we are afraid we will lose our job, if we insist working, because we may be afraid of low pension income, or if a cooperation with the younger is stressful, then we certainly are not happy in the workplace and we do not create enough added value in the environment in which we operate. We, the elderly need to acknowledge, understand and admit that the world is moving forward, and that despite our knowledge and experiences, we must be prepared to gain new knowledge and listen to younger, if we want to keep up with our pace. We have to be prepared to think “naughty”, without prejudice, and not relying solely on our past experiences. We need to find an intrinsic motivation for this. I personally do not feel old, and I’m working on it to feel that way as long as possible. I believe that if we do not know how to motivate ourselves intrinsically, also external motivation in the form of various incentives, whether in the form of targeted education, financial allowances, etc., does not help much. By extending the working life, vitality is even more important than before. | Intrinsic motivation, Positive emotions, Vitality, Lifelong learning |
### Question 3: How you feel the development of technologies, e.g. the way of designing bags or your work, in your business in the luxury leather goods/bags industry? How did you adjust to it?

My best technology has been and still are people. My employees are the masters of their craft - every stitch, every hammer blow, and every bending of leather reflects the knowledge and uniqueness of each one. I am proud that after the rapid introduction of massiveness, the market is returning to its basics, and also appreciates artistic creation - the uniqueness with the soul, where there is not focus on quantities, but the quality and longevity, behind which stands a human of many talents and experiences. Although the crafts work in many areas is going to extinct, in the future, those who will be successfully preserved, or the ones who will preserve the tradition, knowledge of previous generations and add their own touch, will be extremely sought after and revered due to rarity.

I am adapting to changing circumstances through the way I work, by staying faithful to myself. I do not deviate from some of the principles: the quality of the work done, the fair attitude towards the employees and the payment of their work, the cultivation of long-term relationships and the building of entrepreneurship through creativity, and not the other way around.

### Question 4: In your opinion, how has the labor market changed, in respect of your experiences in the high–end fashion industry for more than 50 years of experience (duration of employment, availability of jobs, ...)?

There are plenty of changes, but if we are honest, it’s natural - ask for example people with a long enough “beard”, about the selection of products in stores 50 years ago, about the TVs, how many programs were broadcasted, what it meant to go abroad and how many and what types of cars were driven on the roads at the time. In the past, people have been able to spend their whole working period in the same job, but today the probability of doing so is much smaller - I’m trying that my employees would want to achieve their full retirement age with me and I’m happy that in over 50 years the vast majority of my employees really stayed up to “pension”. Otherwise - regardless of age, we have to adapt to trends, as it is not working in the opposite direction. We are again talking about the flexibility and willingness to learn and change the deep-rooted mental maps. Regarding the availability of employment, it is always so that you are employable if the market needs your knowledge and experiences and if you are able to demonstrate it at the right time and in the right way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question 3: How you feel the development of technologies, e.g. the way of designing bags or your work, in your business in the luxury leather goods/bags industry? How did you adjust to it?</th>
<th>My best technology has been and still are people. My employees are the masters of their craft - every stitch, every hammer blow, and every bending of leather reflects the knowledge and uniqueness of each one. I am proud that after the rapid introduction of massiveness, the market is returning to its basics, and also appreciates artistic creation - the uniqueness with the soul, where there is not focus on quantities, but the quality and longevity, behind which stands a human of many talents and experiences. Although the crafts work in many areas is going to extinct, in the future, those who will be successfully preserved, or the ones who will preserve the tradition, knowledge of previous generations and add their own touch, will be extremely sought after and revered due to rarity. I am adapting to changing circumstances through the way I work, by staying faithful to myself. I do not deviate from some of the principles: the quality of the work done, the fair attitude towards the employees and the payment of their work, the cultivation of long-term relationships and the building of entrepreneurship through creativity, and not the other way around.</th>
<th>Intrinsic motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question 4: In your opinion, how has the labor market changed, in respect of your experiences in the high–end fashion industry for more than 50 years of experience (duration of employment, availability of jobs, ...)?</td>
<td>There are plenty of changes, but if we are honest, it’s natural - ask for example people with a long enough “beard”, about the selection of products in stores 50 years ago, about the TVs, how many programs were broadcasted, what it meant to go abroad and how many and what types of cars were driven on the roads at the time. In the past, people have been able to spend their whole working period in the same job, but today the probability of doing so is much smaller - I’m trying that my employees would want to achieve their full retirement age with me and I’m happy that in over 50 years the vast majority of my employees really stayed up to “pension”. Otherwise - regardless of age, we have to adapt to trends, as it is not working in the opposite direction. We are again talking about the flexibility and willingness to learn and change the deep-rooted mental maps. Regarding the availability of employment, it is always so that you are employable if the market needs your knowledge and experiences and if you are able to demonstrate it at the right time and in the right way.</td>
<td>Adapting, lifelong learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Question 5: The design of your bags is not just your work, but the way you live, as you say, this is the air that you breathe. Where do you see the benefits of older employees for the company, business? How can those be better used by the companies?

The elderly usually have a lot of knowledge and even more experiences. In the appropriate way, they can be excellent mentors to young people - not so much (of course also) at the business, as at the life, experience level. They can do a lot with mentoring, they can also accelerate progress, as the younger ones with proper work with a mentor do not repeat the same mistakes, and consequently, they learn more quickly and have a better basis for discovering new skills. Such intergenerational solidarity, if I can name it like this, is undoubtedly beneficial to society and businesses. In addition, the elderly may also be appreciated experts themselves, and it would be at least unfair to forget to note the added value of the elderly in the work process. Only, they should not lose their vital energy. Although it is good to be aware that in time, roles are changing - it is advisable for older experts to focus more on the role of counselors for young people, and those, who still have a lot of energy and fewer scars, should create, on the wings of experiences and “shortcuts”, for future generations. In companies, this could be formalized, in order to raise the awareness of the importance of mentoring and, at the same time, the value of the elderly. Considering the fact that, on average, we live longer and the share of the elderly in society is increasing, which poses more burden on national finances, it would be reasonable to consider the national program, the package of systemic measures by decision-makers, to take care of active ageing at the various levels, the one that contributes and is not primarily a “burden” (e.g. health prevention, encouraging entrepreneurial thinking, educational programs/qualifications of the elderly with respect to the profession by involving younger “working” mentors, the possibility of working after the retirement, etc.).

Table 2: Analysis of an in-depth interview with Ms. Marjeta Grošelj on age-management (continued)

| Question 5: The design of your bags is not just your work, but the way you live, as you say, this is the air that you breathe. Where do you see the benefits of older employees for the company, business? How can those be better used by the companies? | The elderly usually have a lot of knowledge and even more experiences. In the appropriate way, they can be excellent mentors to young people - not so much (of course also) at the business, as at the life, experience level. They can do a lot with mentoring, they can also accelerate progress, as the younger ones with proper work with a mentor do not repeat the same mistakes, and consequently, they learn more quickly and have a better basis for discovering new skills. Such intergenerational solidarity, if I can name it like this, is undoubtedly beneficial to society and businesses. In addition, the elderly may also be appreciated experts themselves, and it would be at least unfair to forget to note the added value of the elderly in the work process. Only, they should not lose their vital energy. Although it is good to be aware that in time, roles are changing - it is advisable for older experts to focus more on the role of counselors for young people, and those, who still have a lot of energy and fewer scars, should create, on the wings of experiences and “shortcuts”, for future generations. In companies, this could be formalized, in order to raise the awareness of the importance of mentoring and, at the same time, the value of the elderly. Considering the fact that, on average, we live longer and the share of the elderly in society is increasing, which poses more burden on national finances, it would be reasonable to consider the national program, the package of systemic measures by decision-makers, to take care of active ageing at the various levels, the one that contributes and is not primarily a “burden” (e.g. health prevention, encouraging entrepreneurial thinking, educational programs/qualifications of the elderly with respect to the profession by involving younger “working” mentors, the possibility of working after the retirement, etc.). | Lifelong learning, knowledge transfer
| Vitality |
5 Findings and conclusion

5.1 Case study conceptual model development – best practice case of Ms. Marjeta Grošelj, high-end fashion designer on age management

Our findings section is organized to correspond to Table 1 and Table 2, which depict the content analysis model that emerged from collected secondary data and an in-depth interview with Ms. Marjeta Grošelj on age-management practice and experience. Based on the content analysis of data collected on the high-end fashion designer, Ms. Marjeta Grošelj, we develop the conceptual model (as presented in Figure 5) that describes her business model. The conceptual model provides insights from single case analysis and cannot be generalized to the population. The conceptual model shows key facets, as assigned overarching categories, namely-vitality, intrinsic motivation, adapting, lifelong learning, and positive emotions, of how Ms. Marjeta Grošelj, a business owner in high-end fashion industry intertwines her success and therefore a contribution to an age management phenomena. Specifically, our case study outlines, that Mr. Marjeta Grošelj expressed positive discrete emotions and organizational behavior facets, such as positive emotion, vitality, intrinsic motivation, and lifelong learning, as factors that helped her to be engaged in her job as well as willing to remain in the labor market longer, also after meeting the official retirement age. We also see the overlaps of the presented phenomena illustrating the interplay and/or simultaneity of lifelong experiences of the family owner, Ms. Grošelj that contributed to her age management paradigm. Findings of our case study are in line with recommendations posited by Shu (2015) that intrinsic motivation fosters the positive relationship between leadership and work engagement and consequently to age management.

Based on collected and analyzed data, we developed the conceptual model of her lifelong approach and her experiences on age management phenomena by isolating overarching facets for managing the complexity of longer living in everyday life. With our case, we contributed to the age management concept by presenting the in-depth qualitative case study with Ms. Marjeta Grošelj. Our findings are in line with recommendation cited by Businessseurocope report (2012) that states that among the most effective ways of enabling the extension of working lives and supporting internal and external flexibility for workers is through policies which maintain employability and adaptability, outlining three key facets: (1) Maintaining high levels of intrinsic motivation; (2) Safeguarding health and safety at the workplace, and (3) ensuring productivity and adaptability by updating skills throughout an individual’s working career. Intrinsic motivation takes a hedonic perspective by emphasizing pleasure and enjoyment as drivers of effort, whereas prosocial motivation takes a eudaimonic perspective by emphasizing meaning and purpose as drivers of effort (Kahn, 1990). For intrinsically motivated individuals, the effort is based on interest and enjoyment; for prosocially motivated individuals, effort is based on a desire to benefit others (Grant, 2008). When intrinsic motivation is high, prosocial motivation is characterized by identified regulation: employees feel that completing their tasks is beneficial to their own self-selected goals, as they enjoy the process of working and value the outcome of helping others. In the absence of intrinsic motivation, however, prosocial motivation may not be sufficient to enhance persistence, performance, and productivity (Grant, 2008).

5.2 Theoretical contributions

We believe that our steps, presented in the single case study, towards active aging and empowered lifelong learning will be followed by further theoretical and empirical work. The theoretical contributions of the present study are multidimensional. First, our findings show important theoretical implications for researchers, studying age management phenomena in the age of aging of the European population, based on our inductive business case study of Slovenian luxury fashion designer, Ms. Grošelj.

Second, the key theoretical contributions are to be found in the conducted unique business interview itself, which adds to the literature of the age management best practices. Our study contributes to the theory of age management by narrowing our focus on the best practice from selected fashion industry designer in Slovenia.

The third theoretical contribution is to be found in the connection of the age management and the employee’s perspective as our case is single case unit and cannot be generalized, but we the presented employee perspective, analyzed at individual level, contributed to theory presenting individual level cases on human resource policies in the contemporary aging society. The presented business case from the high-end fashion industry overcomes the perceptions and limitations of the existing age management practices of older workers by expanding its scope from the luxury and high-end industry. We, therefore, contribute to the emerging debate on aging in Europe, by showing the single best practice example from luxury high-end industry in Slovenia. Our case presented contributes to the age management approaches, presenting a positive life story that can contribute to further cases and empirical investigations, as employees stay longer in their jobs and therefore become self-conviced, transfer knowledge and skills for their own benefit, organization, and society.

Public agencies and providers could engage end-users
more systematically in the design of adult learning services to ensure they better meet users’ needs and help improve participation in adult learning in the age of aging of Europe. With our good practice on age management in the Slovenian fashion industry, we have examined the critical issue of adult learning and motivation of older employees after meeting the retirement age. Hence, this case mirrors what organizations face in the age of aging of the population in Europe due to the demographic trends as they grapple with the age/employment paradox. Our good practice business case study shows deeper insight into age management paradox in Slovenia, based on the presented single life story of successful Slovenian luxury designer. Our study contributes by demonstrating how age management at the business/organizational level is managed by Ms. Marjeta Grošelj, outlining positive emotions, intrinsic motivation, lifelong learning, and vitality as overarching facets.

5.3 Practical implications

What can we learn from high-end luxury fashion designer with more than 50 years of working experience? As presented case study cannot be generalized, we hope that a lifelong approach of presented case would contribute and empower people to rethink and continue to stay active after meeting the retirement age, as well as show managers what facets to consider when dealing with age management issues. Interestingly, we noted a similarity in our case study research to the implications articulated in the practical guidance in employers’ age management strategies of European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (2015), regarding the lifelong approach that needs to be promoted, aiming at preventive age management for workers of all age groups and guidance embedded in organization work processes. As people get older and more experienced, acquiring knowledge and skills, they increase their potential: as active contributors to the development of organizations, to the knowledge exchange between generations of workers, as mediators in innovation processes, and as participants in leadership processes. We see this as
a major challenge for practice, to accumulate this potential of an older population, the experience of people needs to be visible and interpreted into a language which communicates to the skills needs of organizations and the qualification systems of society.

5.4 Limitations and avenues for further research

While we believe the presented case study has an important contribution in exploring the phenomena of age management factors in an aging society, it has two important limitations. First, our case study utilizes a single industry context from the Slovene high-end fashion industry and therefore cannot be generalized. We, therefore, encourage future research to assess the validity and reliability of our findings in other industries and countries. Second, there is the chance that the findings of our case from Slovene high-end fashion industry are influenced by industry-specific factors. Within this study, we do not and indeed we cannot present the complete business history of Ms. Marjeta Grošelj success and her contribution to the high-end fashion industry, however, presented the story on age management raise recommendations, new ideas, as well as encourages others to learn from successful life-story of Ms. Marjeta Grošelj.

While we believe our study has important contributions, it has some limitations. It is an inductive qualitative study, analyzed by primary and secondary qualitative data of Slovenian designer of women’s handbags, therefore the results cannot be generalized to the whole population, despite offering the venue for further research at organizational, inter-organizational and wider EU level. Future work will need to address above mentioned multi-level implications - individual, organizational and society level - as the European active population is aging, and we are of opinion that our findings can provide a useful groundwork. As Slovenia lacks a systematic approach for government, employers and individuals to appropriately share the cost of skills development of adult learning in addressing age-related issues in lifelong career development (OECD, 2018), we, therefore, urge future research to carefully consider sustainable financing mix for adult learning, with more targeted support for those adults, and enterprises, which stand to benefit the most from training but lack capacity to pay, should be a priority for Slovenia. Another limitation of our study is that our study presents motivation and aspiration of a self-employed business owner and age management concept as an element of human resource management, we were only able to present the perspective of a self-employed business owner. Therefore, future research should also examine older employees who work for others in the context of the age management paradigm.

Additionally, further integration of these perspectives should help researchers to develop better models that can help these people in the era of aging of population and researchers to jumpstart many other avenues for theoretical and empirical inquiry. To conclude: Ms. Marjeta Grošelj, the Slovenian luxury designer with 50 years in the world of high-end fashion, is not going to retire. She says that she will continue designing handbags for as long as her health permits because she has more than enough ideas. “The ingenuity knows no end. The work becomes easier with years, because the more you know, the more you trust yourself,” said Ms. Marjeta Grošelj (Education in Slovenia, 2016).
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Management starejših: Kaj se lahko naučimo od modne oblikovalke v panogi prestižnih luksuznih usnjenih torb z več kot 50-letnimi delovnimi izkušnjami?

Ozadje in namen: Medtem, ko se svetovna populacija stara, je cilj te študije vključiti nova znanja na področju managementa starejših, na način da se preučijo najpomembnejši dejavniki, ki starejše zaposlene spodbujajo, da ostanejo dlje na trgu dela, tudi po izpolnitvi uradne upokojitvene starosti. Raziskava temelji na poglajljeni kvalitativni študiji primera z modno oblikovalko prestižnih usnjenih torb z več kot 50-letnimi delovnimi izkušnjami v panogi luksuznih izdelkov.


Rezultati: Predlagani konceptualni model prikazuje ključne vidike kot prevladujoče koncepte, in sicer vitalnost, intrinzično motivacijo, prilagodljivost, vseživljenjsko učenje in pozitivna čustva, ki pomembno prispevajo k managementu starosti na primeru preučevane študije primera. V predstavljeni študiji primera smo ugotovili, da so izbrani vidiki najpomembnejši dejavniki za spodbudo za ohranitev na trgu dela in za zagotovitev prožnih upokojitvenih procesov pri soočanju z izizvi staranja prebivalstva in delovne sile.

Zaključki: Naša študija prispeva tako k teoriji in praksi managementa starejših, saj zoži pozornost na najboljše prakse izbrane vrhunske modne oblikovalke iz Slovenije na primeru panoge prestižnih usnjenih torb. Kaj se lahko naučimo od modne oblikovalke v panogi prestižnih luksuznih usnjenih torb z več kot 50-letnimi delovnimi izkušnjami? Ker predstavljene študije primera ni mogoče posplošiti na populacijo, predstavljeni primer prispeva k področju managementa starosti in prebivalstvo opolnomoči, da v luči demografskega staranja Evrope razmislijo in ostanejo delovno aktivni tudi po izpolnitvi uradne upokojitvene starost.

Ključne besede: učenje odraslih; starejši delavci; upokojitev, management starosti, modna industrija, intrinzična motivacija; vitalnost; Slovenija.